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NEW ADDITION

LIVES INTEGRATED

GIFT ANNOUNCED
by Wendy Eck

by Wendy Eck
Although the Multi-Cultural Society
is an integral part of life at Taylor,
most students have no idea of the
purpose or function it serves. Most
of us tend to confuse it with the Black
Cultural Society or the International
Students Society. These groups are
components of the Multi-Cultural
Society but in no way exhibit the
major aims of the group.
The Multi-Cultural Council is
responsible for making Taylor students
aware of the different cultures
represented on campus. These cultures
include not only those of others
countries but also, American cultures
and heritage such as German, Italian,
Irish, etc. The Counsel purpose is to
develop activities and programs for the
entire student body.
The Multi-Cultural Coordinator this
year is S.T. Williams who presides
over the council of nine members.
The members represent the different
cultures here on Taylor's campus. The
American white culture on campus is
represented by Mark Doud, the
Canadian culture by J.D. Smith,
European culture by Dionne Grout,
Kenya by Simon Mungai, Asia by
Pamela Teo, Black American by
Robert Anderson, Bahamas by Garnell
Williams, International Students on
campus by Bahamian Michelle Roberts
and MKs by Don Smith. In the
future, there will also be a handicapped
student on the council to represent
their very different culture here at
Taylor.
S.T. Williams pointed out that the
"multi" in multi-cultural is often
missed out on by many students. Too

often, when they hear it, they think of
the Black Cultural Society and forget
that it is meant to represent all cultures
on campus.
The Council is responsible for
sponsoring a chapel speaker each
semester and to assist in meeting
the needs of the multi-cultural
students on campus. Their aim is
not so much to provide information
in an educational way but to
provide something new and different
for your own personal knowledge.
Mark Doud is also working on a
survey to find out what white
cultures are here at Taylor. He is
interested in finding out what white
students want to know about thenbackground or heritage. In this
way, the Multi-Cultural Society
can be further expanded to include
nearly all Taylor students.
Organizations such as the Black
Cultural Society and the
International Students Society
extend open invitations to anyone
who wishes to join. You don't
need to be black, international, or
an M.K., just culturally-minded in
that area and wanting to grow with
other students who enjoy like
interests.
The Council is full of exciting
people who are leaders and want to
share with the campus and have the
campus share with them. They are
open to any suggestions from
students who wish to send them
through campus mail or simply
stop by the Multi-Cultural lounge
downstairs in the Student Union.

0 I.S. - International Student
M.K. - Missionary Kid
ENGLAND
ETHIOPIA
(I-S.)
(I.S.)
Dionne Grant
Hanna Alemishet
Davina Roberts
Kidan Alemishet
Erica Roberts
Mahedere Mulugeta
BR. VIRGIN IS.
CANADA
(I.S.)
(I.S.)
Patricia Archibald
Kathy Bamlett
Dana Deacon
PHILLIPINES
Timothy Heebner
(I-S.)
Timothy Lambert
Mel Valdez
Jonny Smith
(M.K.)
Timothy Carlson
SINGAPORE
Philip Elwood
(I-S.)
George Fletcher
Angela Teo
Pamela Teo
KENYA
BAHAMAS
(I.S.)
Sheena Antonio
Darnell Bain
Mary Bascomb
Cassandra Edgecombe
Wilfred Ferguson
Veronica Jennings
Laverne LaFleur
Susan Lowe
Anita Riley
Michelle Roberts
Karen Seymour
Kendal Stubbs
Alan Symonette
Debbie Walkin
Garnell Williams

(I.S.)
Gladys Mungai
Simon Mungai
(M.K.)
Lionel Hurd
Davina Roberts
Erica Roberts
Joel Sakura
VENEZUELA
(I.S.)
Edwin Zambrano
COLUMBIA
(M.K.)
Stephen Connet

GERMANY
(IS.)
Linda Burklin
Thomas Menzel

GUATEMALA
(M.K.)
Joel Durkovic
Amanda Kay Heinlein
Pamela McRae
Scott McRae

NIGERIA
(I.S.)
Rahila Dankaro

BELGIUM
(M.K.)
Phillipe Kroeker

TAIWAN
(M.K.)
Sharon Erny
Nathan Peterson
ECUADOR
(M.K.)
George Fletcher
Melanie Moser
ZIMBABWE
(M.K.)
Krishna Georgia
PAKISTAN
(M.K.) '
Krishna Georgia
HONG KONG
(M.K.)
Douglas Graden
COSTA RICA
(M.K.)
Douglas Graden
JAMAICA
(M.K.)
Rob Green
THAILAND
(M.K.)
Paul Gualtieri
GANA
(M.K.)
Anna Marie Huyett
SOUTH AFRICA
(M.K.)
Donald Smith
Kenneth Smith

ISSUE 6

Last week, a major contribution
towards the library building fund
was tenatively announced at the
annual Taylor Family Christmas
Banquet Just prior to the banquet,
Mr. Peter J. Zondervan, Chairman
of the Board and Co-Founder of the
Zondervan Corporation,, privately
shared his intentions
with
President Jay Kesler and Dr. Les
Gerig, head of the Capitol
Campaign for Taylor University.
Although there was no written
confirmation and most of the facts
were still unclear, it was decided
that in the spirit of Christmas, the
gift would be announced during the
banquet.
Before the announcement of this
gift, Mr. and Mrs. Zondervan were

already responsible for a donation
toward the building fund of the new
library in excess of $250,000. The
information surrounding the size
and purpose of the gift are still not
finalized, but it is safe to say that
the initial donation will be
significantly larger than the
previous quarter of a million already
given. Because the gift will include
a large amount of stock-the total
worth- of whifh cannot bet
established until it is sold-there is
really no way of discerning the
exact amount of the contribution at
this time.
Zondervan has a past association
with the university through an
initial friendship formed with
former president, Dr. Gregg O.
Lehman. Another Taylor Alumni,

Dr. Ted Engstrom, President of
World Vision International, was
instrumental in introducing Mr. and
Mrs. Zondervan to the Taylor
Community.
Much of the information
surrounding the gift is still very
tenative, due to the spontaneous
announcement . Usually, there is
much homework done before a
donation of this size is given and a
press release made. Therefore, there
are still many conditions and
stipulations relating to the gift
which are not certain at this time.
Currently, there are speculations
that the library will eventually be
named for Zondervan, in
appreciation of his generous
donations.
Another contribution which was

confirmed by phone on Thursday,
December 12, involved a $25,000
grant from the Lily Endowment of
Indianapolis to Taylor University.
The Lily Endowment is a
non-profit organization, loosely
connected to Lily Pharmaceuticals,
which provides grants for
educational-religous purposes. This
grant is to fund the materials and
expenses associated with Senior
Seminar. This includes the time
put in by faculty in preparation and
also the cost of bringing
distinguished speakers to Taylor's
campus.
The Echo will provide more
information on the Zondervan gift
and other donations as the data
comes in and is available for
release.

WORK PROGRESSES
by Doug Mantha & Scott McMillen

The new library and bell towers have
taken shape, and work is coming along
well on the 64,000 square feet library
and 72 feet bell towers. As the work
progresses, so do the questions
concerning the construction. Doctor
Richard Stanislaw, Vice President of
Academic Affairs, recently spoke to a
Taylor senate meeting and again to
South Hall Senator Scott McMillen in
order to clear up some of the questions
and inform the campus.
One question that has been raised is
"How do they plan to move the
books?"
The staff is discussing
making it an all day, all campus
project. Classes would be cancelled,
and everyone would carry books back
and forth between the libraries. The
dining commons staff would provide a
picnic lunch. Some of the shelves
from the existing library will have to
be used in the new library. Doctor
Stanislaw commented, "It's a real
systems problem- -getting everything
over there and then getting a place to
put it and getting it altogether."
One feature of the new library is its
windows. There are many windows
around the building but are positioned
so as not to allow direct sunlight on the
books. The books will also be joined
by the collections of the Science, LRC,
and Music Departments, along with
other department libraries.
In the middle of the new library,
will be a galleria which students are
expected to pass through on their way
to class. The staff sees this galleria as
a focal point of the library. Doctor
Stanislaw explained, "We'll have
displays up all the time, so there'll be a
kind of subversive learning going on all
the time."
On the west side of the library, will
be the archives, informal study areas,
and study carols. The informal study
areas and study carols will be open 24
hours a day, and vending machines will
also be present. "It will be quite a
relaxing place," reflected Doctor
Stanislaw. "There'll be trees growing
in the galleria. There are big pots
being built into the building."
On the east side will be the
circulation desks, books- -the entire
collection, and offices for the librarians.
Downstairs there will be a check-in for
GE
TO
BUY
RCA--LARGEST NON-OIL
DEAL
For $6.28 billion in cash, to be the
biggest non-oil acquisition ever in
the United States, General Electrics
Co. bought RCA Corp., parent of
the NBC television network. The
companies said in a joint statement
that their boards of directors had
approved the merger.

meant to represent the two marks off
distinction of Taylor, academic
excellence and Christian excellence."
books and materials, and upstairs there
wil be study rooms, rooms that can be
reserved by students and professors for
up to one semester. The interlibrary
loan will also be upstair?, providing the
same service but with more
availability.
The Staff hopes to have a new card
catalogue in the new library. They plan
on having the books catalogued on a
computer by moving time, doing away
with the present card catalogue. Doctor
Stanislaw explicated, "For example, if
you were looking for Future Shock.
you don't have to remember "Future".
If you remember "Shock", you're
going to be able to find that book by
knowing even part of the title."
The card catalogue system will be
something like that of a supermarket.
Every book will have a bar code, and
every student i.d. will have a bar code.
In order to check the book out, the
student just waves the book and his card
over the scanner. If the book becomes
overdue, then the computer will send a
notice. "It frees the librarians up to be
more help to you," praised Doctor
Stanislaw. "And they're enormously
helpful people. They'd rather work
with students than put cards in
alphabetical order."
The library will also offer other
services. Some new services will
include computers, movie projectors,
and record players. Other plans include
establishing an on-line computer
catalogue in the dorms.
The present Ayres Library has an
uncertain future. The board of trustees
is currently reviewing different plans for
the old library. One decision that has
been made is to house the Compton Art
Exhibit in it.
The bell towers are located to the
north of the new library. The workmen
have begun to cover the towers with
brick. Doctor Stanislaw remarked,
"Brick has become kind of our
architectual unity for the campus."
The towers will hold carillons that
are now in the Ayres Library. The
towers can be seen from the 1-69
interchange at the Hartford City exit and
are almost in the exact center of
campus. Doctor Stanislaw explained
their purpose, "The twin towers are
PRESIDENT
OF
UNIVERSITY
SELLS
PHONY DEGREES
A well-dressed former university
president is now an inmate at an
Indiana federal prison. He told a
House subcommitte Wednesday,
Dec. 11, that he earned over $2
million selling phony university
degrees.

Depending on the viewpoint, the
towers appear to be as one or separate
entities. "That's the way our life is,"
continued
Doctor
Stanislaw.
"Sometimes we feel that the two are
just so beautifully integrated. Other
times there's a struggle, they're far
apart, and the relationship is fragile."
Doctor Stanislaw suggested that
education is somewhat similar.
Although some classes may seem
irrelevant at the time, they may have
much significance later.
REAGAN TO SEEK $4.5
BILLION IN '86 FOR STAR
WARS PROGRAM
For next year's budget, President
Reagan is expected to ask Congress
for $4.5 billion for his
controversial "Star Wars" program.
A 63 percent increase over the
figure authorized by Congress this
year requested last year said a key
member of the Senate Armed
Services Committee.

No tuition money is going
towards conctruction of the library. All
of the costs have been pledged.
Recently, a sizeable donation was made
by the Zondervan Publishing Company
[see Echo story]. In fact, every
building at Taylor has been mostly
bankrolled by alumni. As Doctor
Stanislaw points out, "We're the oldest
evangelical college in the country, so a
lot of people have poured a lot into this
place."

H.K. PORTER WORKERS
END 10-DAY WALKOUT
After a ten day strike, United Auto
Workers union members at H.K.
Porter Co. ratified a three-year labor
contract Wednesday, Dec. 12.

By Jenifer Mighell
"I wish there was something I could do to help other
people not as fortunate as I am," is a typical Christian
response to a problem. How many of us actually get
involved like we are commanded to do in I John 3:18, "Let
us not love with word or tongue, but in deed and truth" ?
Last year, after hearing Steve Camp in concert, a
group of students thought about this very problem and
decided they wanted to get the ball rolling; thus, Christians
in Action was formed. This group is tired of hearing
Christians say they want to do something to help others
but then not following through with actions. Put in
simple terms, Christians in Action is a service project
group who show their love to others by their actions. The
people who have been helped by Christians in Actions have
expressed their deep gratitude to this Taylor group, but as
Philip Herman, a group leader, explained, "We don't do
things for a reward. Our reward will come in heaven."
Since their beginning in November of last year with
only twelve members, CIA have put actions to their words
by painting a house for a family in Upland and passing
anti-abortion petitions from Last Days Ministries

WHY

OBSERVE
Have you watched t.v. lately? Have
you seen
the commercials and
advertisements? He-man (or She-ra),
Cabbage Patch kids, their Pound
Puppies and horses, and, of course,
TRANSFORMERS! all seem to be in
popular demand these days. Remember
when you were little? What did you
want for Christmas? Be honest! What
did you think about the whole month
of December? How about now? Does
whether or not we have a Christmas
depend on whether or not we get what
we want? And do these things really
show what Christmas is all about?
To me, Christmas is Christ! The
time when our wonderful heavenly
Father sent His only Son, Jesus
Christ, as a baby, to this world to be
our Savior - to die and free us from our
sinful life. " Time to celebrate the
birth of the Lord. Time where I can
stop and meditate on the beauty of the
btrth of the LonJ," said Dionne Grant
a friend and fellow student. "A tipie of
joy, giving, and happiness, not only at
Christmas but all the time," said
Valerie Wilson, another good friend.
Christmas is a very special day and
season. And, at this special time of the
year, we who are very blessed should
really reach out in thankfulness to the
Lord through giving and sharing with
others. Matthew 25:40 says "The King
will reply, '1 tell you the truth,
whatever you did for one of the least of
these brothers of mine, you did for
me." Why do we really celebrate?
Who's birthday is it? in my opinion,
the true meaning of Christmas is found
in the bvirth of our Lord and Savior,
Jesus Christ.

throughout campus. They have also taKen up projects to
help other organizations raise money. Over $30 dollars
was raised for Bible International last year, and Taylor
World Outreach received $65 from Christians in Action. At
this time, Christians in Action is raising money to help
funds which give money to the poor and needy in Upland.
In
the future, 'Christrians in Action will be
sponsoring a "fun run". Taylor students will compete in
various sports and running exercises to help raise money
for the Keith Phillips Organization to do inner-city work.
Christians in Action will also be writing to prisoners and
working with Chuck Colson's prison ministery. Later,
anti-abortion films will be rented by Christians in Action
and shown on campus and in the community.
By taking up the projects that no one else is doing,
Christians in Action are following the commandments
given in the Bible, and they are feeling great about it! If
you would like to get involved and become a Christian in
Action, call Philip Herman (5872) or Cami Piekarski
(5015). Meetings are every other Monday night at 8:00 in
the Student Union
By the way, what are you if you aren't a Christian in
Action?

Twas the week before finals and.all through our minds
Rose questions with answers that we could not find
So forget all the study-Come on take a break
Here's some thoughts for you now, some ideas to take
Some may be biting, funny, or sad
But the truth stands clear whichever you have.
They both may spell CHRISTMAS but look and you'll
A deep running challenge for both you and me.

r

CAMPUS
ADVERTISING REP

Be responsible for placing advertising
materials on your campus bulletin boards.
Work on exciting marketing programs for
clients such as American Express, AT & T,
Sony and Sierra Club. Choose your own
hours. Good experience and great money!
For more information call,
1-800-426-5537 9-5 pm.
(West Coast time)
Representative Program
American Passage
500 Third Ave West
Seattle, WA 98119
CHICAGO

DALLAS

LOS ANGELES

NEW YORE

SEATTLE
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LIVE... IT'S...WTUC!

4*4

by Mike Worley
"Live from Upland, Indiana, it's
The stations's format includes
Sunday Night Live- -with 'Comedy structured time slots given to the disc
Radio for Millions' on Taylor's very jockeys. During this period, they play
own illustrious radio station, WTUC . individualized shows. On weekends
.A paraphrased catch phrase that is programming becomes specialized with
comparable to what could be heard on shows such as "Comedy Radio for
Taylor's campus on Sunday nights. Millions". "
The radio show "Comedy Radio for
Terry has filled a number of posi
Millions" is just one show in a host of tions at T-99, including music director,
others presented throughout the week news director, and presently station
on WTUC. Taylor's radio station, manager. It has been a frustrating year
WTUC or T-99 as it is often referred for WTUC in dealing with the
to, has a good reputation in Christian problems and looking ahead towards
radio.
Along with its present future posibilities. This year WTUC
reputation, WTUC has an interesting instituted some new ideas such as a
historical perspective and opening program schedule which involves
possibilities for the future at Taylor.
gearing all programming to the top
WTUC was started in 1969 as an thirty charted Christian songs.
on-campus AM station, playing a
"The station should offer all
variety of kinds of music ranging from Christian music. If we offered secular
pop and rock to country sound. The music, it would create a conflict of
station evolved primarily as a club that status with other stations.
The
interested students could participate in Christian design is backed by an
as a hobby. Seemingly, some people excellent staff this year that can fill the
looked upon it as a joke, but it later gaps in any category," expressed Terry.
was looked upon as a serious approach
Terry sees the question of a
to Christian radio.
possible over-the-air system as having
In the beginning T-99 broadcast over advantages and disadvantages. "Bigger
the standard designation of 640 AM is not always better" in reference to the
during the day, but now the frequencies
system that would allow for a wider
depend upon one's dorm. Since the range of formatting and a broader
station has branched out, WTUC can outreach to the community. Besides
be received at 98.9 FM at Wengatz and the technical problems, a main
Olson, between 640 AM and 650 AM
disadvantage would be less student
at English and South, and 720 AM at orientation involved in the station,
Swallow Robin.
because of the implimentation of more
This last year the station became faculty involvement. A short range
fully automated with the capacity to goal is running WTUC through
broadcast twenty-four hours a day. Upland's cable system as an outreach
WTUC has, since its early beginnings,
to the community. The goal for the
become part of the communications future is to keep up the high quality
department instead of a club. In 1979 an<J standard of Christian programming
the station changed its format to all that Taylor has to offer.

Christian music with some jazz and
classical shows. The cable system,
which eventually is planned to include
a t.v. system, allowed for the
expansion to different frequency
posifJ—---»•« "•

It is one of the most popular and
longest running shows on the air of
WTUC. The show consists of a
mixture of comedy along with the
standard presentation of music

"Extreme Music", which used to be
ACME (Alternative Christian Music
Enthusiasts), is a show in its third
year, presented by Mike Bauchman and
Mike Prell.
A new program is
"Taylor's Top 30" with Phil Herman.
The station has blossomed from what
was apparently not taken seriously to
an arena for trainning college students.
Along with the station's success,
WTUC is not without its share of
problems. One of the main problems
occurredwhen the automation system
stopped due to a possible lighting
strike. In addition, the problems have
seemed to compound themselves into a
list of things: an overloaded
compresser, burned out fuse, equilizer
problems, and a broken cable. All of
these contribute to the "hum" in the
system itself.
This setback has caused the station
to be non-functional for approximately
seven weeks. "Nobody benefits in this
type of situation, including the staff,
advertisers, and the student body,"
states Terry Linhart, station manager.
Terry forsees the problems possibly
resolved by interterm of this year if
existing conditions don't get any
worse.
Each year the equipment is being
refurbished or upgraded through the
money from the communications
department, but these circumstances are
unusual. The present situation has left
the staff in a tight position, and ideas
for a fundraiser are being talked about.
Terry summed it up by saying, "The
problem is not a matter of having the
talent to go on the air, but getting the
technical end straightened out."
Senior Terry Linhart brings a
wealth of experience to WTUC.His
involvement started as a freshman
doing a radio show called "TNT
Comedy Hour!" Later the show
evolved into wha: is presently Network
"Comedy Radio for Millions".
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Christmas
Cheer 4 * 4

During the Christmas season, many events have been
taking place in the Music Department in the past few
weeks. First of all, December 5, Taylor Sounds provided
the music at the faculty banquet. Before dinner, the group
led the faculty in singing Christmas carols. Following
dinner, Sounds presented a concert of Christmas music.
(This concert was also performed last night for a banquet in
the D.C.)
The Fellowship of Christian Musicians led by Dr. Sloan
has also been ministering to the area. Each Saturday, a
group of four or five music students go to fellowship with
the residents of the nursing home. The group plays a few
selections and then encourages the people to join and sing.
Each of the students also has an opportunity to talk and
share with the patients.
This past Wednesday, many from the Taylor family and
surrounding community had the unique opportunity of
attending the opera, Amahl and the Night Visitors, which
the Music Department co-sponsored with S.A.C. composed
by a naturalized Italian, Gian-Carlo Menotti, the one act
opera is one of the best known Christmas pieces of the
world. It tells the story of Amahl, a 12 year old cripple
who lived in Bethlehem at the time of Christ's birth, and at
the coming of the Magi to see Jesus. Amahl is the central
figure of the opera and dictates the actions of the other
characters; thereby presenting the story from a child's
viewpoint and imagination.
This past Friday, the Music Department once again
conducted the annual Christmas Chapel. The focus of the
chapel was the celebration of Christ's birth and the true
meaning of Christmas. The chapel concluded with the

Concert Band playing "Sleigh Ride", a true Taylor
tradition—complete with all the excitement and hoopla of a
party.
The final Christmas event, the Candlelight Service, takes
place tonight at the Upland Mennonite Church at 6:00.
The service will be performed by Chorale, accompanied by
the orchestra. During the first half, Chorale will sing
Bach's Magnificat in D. After a short intermission,
Chorale will perform arrangements of various Christmas
carols.
Several changes have, and are taking place in the growing
Music Department this year. The number of music majors
each year since 1981 has steadily risen. Also, Albert
Harrison recently earned his doctorate from the University
of Illinois so that now, all seven music profs have their
doctorates. The Music Department is now going through
an indepth self-study in order to prepare for the accreditation
review next March by the National Association of Schools
of Music. Another change, which will take place upon the
completion of the new library, is the transfer of the music
library from the Music building to the new library. The
music library is very important to everyone involved in
music and the transfer will help to increase efficiency and
provide better facilities for all those connected with the
department.
Taylor's community can look forward to many events
next semester: February 4, Dr. Sharp will perform a recital
consisting of sacred art songs by twentieth century
composers, February 25, Dr. Shultz will present a recital of
organ music in the chapel, and all of Taylor's music groups
will be concentrating on preparing for their spring concerts
and tours which will be presented to the Taylor family.

A Night In the Life Of...
by Lloyd Work

Emerging from the depths of
Taylor's oh-so-familiar Hermanson
Health Center comes Bob Herriman, a
dynamic night nurse who just happens
to be the subject of this week's
spotlight. Bob is not your ordinary
stick-a-needle-in-your-skin-and-enjoywatching-you-suffer-in-pain type of
nurse.
In fact, Bob is just the
opposite; he is unique, sporty, and
enjoys the company of Taylor
students.

The Christmas Banquet

or need medical attention. He usually
is not extremely busy and can take care
of you right away. So, if your left
arm starts twitching and turns green
between the hours of 12-8 a.m., go see
Bob.
Bob, a '74 Taylor graduate, has been
Bob happens to be a great fan of
at the health center for five years. No, traveling. He has traveled with
he isn't terminally ill. Bob works the Wandering Wheels off-and-on for the
midnight to 8 a.m. shift and takes care past 15 years. Just last summer, he
of the patients, prepares equipment and took a bus trip to the northwest to
sterilizes utensils, and also does a lot travel with W.W. He also is the
of typing and filing. And, believe me, owner of a pilot's license. He loves to
he loves it.
He enjoys his job fly all over in a Cessna 152 or 172 to
immensly and would not mind doing it visit friends and family in various
for the rest of his life if the Lord wants states and towns. In fact, today Bob is
him to.
flying to Indianapolis. So, if you look
Being a biology major, Bob is very out the window right now and see a
qualified for his nursing duty. Part of
small Cessna plane going by your
a small minority of male nurses, Bob
window, yell "Bye Bob, have a good
time!"
attended Creighton University in
Omaha, Nebraska where he received hjs
In the future, Bob hopes to become a
B.S.N, in 1977. ' This Sterling
corporate pilot, if that's where the Lord
Heights, Michigan (Yea!, native loves leads him. He says that he is also very
to work out and play racquetball. He open to missions work, or possibly,
also loves to play needle games and staying at Taylor to work. Bob is a
"pin the needle on you, monkey." (Just strong Christian who attends the
Kidding,). /\eiuany, ne is very caring
Mennonite church in Upland. He
with his patients. Students need not didn't give me a particular favorite
be afraid to come to him if they are ill
Bible verse, but mentioned that the

a time of laughter and song

first chapter of James has been a great
inspiration to him just in the past six
months. He is finally discovering
inner joy and peace in his life, and is
excited about the future.
Contrary to popular belief, Taylor's
health center is not a big torture
chamber or dungeon of death. The
staff at the health center is not full of

grim reapers, either. It's peOp
Bob Herriman that "wipe awa>
false images and give our woi
mini-campus hospital a good
He really is a nice guy, and
chance comes up, stop in and vi
on his lonely night shift-even
left arm is not twitching and I
green.
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m TROJAN'S RUN WILD

H

by J.B.Popp

Taylor could have shot 20 percent from
the floor and still defeated Manchester,
Tuesday nigbt at the Don Odle
Gymnasium. Taylor connected on 35
of 73 field-goal attempts for only 48
percent, but outhussled, outrebounded,
out-defensed, and just flat outran the
Spartans for a 82-48 victory. Taylor's
man to man defense was outstanding
forced Manchester to shoot only 37
percent,20 of 54 from the field.
Manchester not only shot poorly but
tough man to man pressure by the
Trojan guards caused the Spartans to
turn the ball over numerous times.
Ralph Gee sparked the rout with a
slam dunk to put the Trojans up 6-2 in
the first half. From this point on it
was all Taylor. Taylor's big men of
Gee, Greg Habegger, Steve
Kastelein,Steve Fortenberry, and Tim
Ferris were able to score inside at
will on the stunned Spartans. This was
helped by the solid play of the Taylor
guards. Tom Granitz, Jim Bushur,
Robbie Phillips, and Scott Polsgrove
directed the offense to perfection,
moving the ball around the perimeter
and inside with sharp crisp passing.

LADY
TROJANS

BASEBALL TRADE NEWS
Pete Rose, player-manager of the Cincinnati Reds is
very pleased in obtaining John Denny from the Philadelphia
Phillies for Gary Redus and Tom Hume. Rost stated that
the Reds were looking for a quality starting pitcher and
they got one of the best in Denny, a former Cy Young
Award Winner in 1983. Gary Redus was an outfielder used
sparingly by the Reds during the 1985 season, while Tom
Hume is a relief pitcher who had a comeback season in '85.
The Reds also obtained Jeff Gray, a minor league pitcher
from the Phillies.
The San Fransisco Giants traded second baseman
Manny Trillo to the Chicago Cubs for infielder Dave
Owen. Between 1975 and 1978, Trillo was the Cubs
starting second baseman but he will have a tough time
cracking the starting lineup with all-star Ryne Sandberg
playing second for the cubs.
The Baltimore Orioles traded outfielder Gary Roenicke
to the New York Yankees for pitcher Rich Bordi and
infielder Rex Hudler.

The women's basketball team at Taylor
is getting off to a slow start, but
nothing that Coach Diana Jones was
not expecting. "Six out of the thirteen
team members have never played at
Taylor before, so we are relatively
young," Jones commented. Experience
undoubtedly plays a key role in the
success of a winning program, so look
for this season to be a building year for
the Trojans. Senior Rochelle Fakes
from Tipton, Indiana is leading the team
in scoring with junior Karen Helm
passing the assists and senior Marianne
Getz leading in rebounds. Those three
individuals are the captains of the squad
SPORTS TRIVIA
this year - and have been providing
Mike Cira—What were the most points scored by one
leadership thus far into the season."The professional football team in one game?
Lady Trojans are at home on Monday
J.B.—Well, Mike that's a good question considering
the 16th against Anderson with the all the high-scoring footbal game in recent years. But the
tip-otf at 7:00. Their next game after
highest score ever by one team was done 19 years ago by
that is not until January 9th and it is > the Washington Redskins, when they scored 72 points
also at home with DePauw. Come and against the New York Giants on November 27, 1966.
support those Lady Trojans!
Send your questions either to the Echo or to Box 35 in
South Hall.

It was not just the play of one or
two players that stood out for Taylor,
but a total team effort with every
player contributing to the victory.
Ralph Gee led both teams in scoring
with 16 points.Tom Granitz and Jim
Bushur both scored 10 points,Greg
Habegger and Steve Kastelein both
added 8 points a piece. Habegger led
the Trojans with six rebounds.
Taylor's bench was strong especially
Scott Polsgrove who played well at
guard,scoring one basket and shooting
a perfect 5 for 5 from the free throw
line.
Coach Patterson was concerned about
having to play Manchester after
traveling back from Kentucky where
Taylor played in the Berea tournament
The coach's concerns were answered
with a good overall performance by the
Trojans.Patterson commented that
Taylor's rebounding made up for their
below average shooting performance.
Patterson added that the good defense
displayed by the Trojans caused the
Spartans to give up at about the five
minute mark in the second half.In
closing Patterson stated that the good
thing about a game like Tuesdays is
that he was able to play the entire
team.

GEE SLAMMA JAMMA

PACKERS ACQUIRE FERRAGAMO
The Green Bay Packers signed quarterback Vince
Ferragamo to a one-yar contract Wednesday. Ferragamo in
1980 led the Los Angeles Rams to the Super Bowl but was
released by the Buffalo Bills last week. Forrest Greg, coach
of the Packers, states that Ferragamo has "good size, a good
arm" and has a great deal of success in the NFL.

TROJAN BASKETBALL

A Reminscent Look at Intramurals
by Tony Uggen
Slow Children at Play, alias 2nd East Wengatz, won
their first ever intramural football championship 27-15
over 1st East on November 11. The day was cold,
windy, and wet, but despite the elements the game was
well played. The heroics of quarterback Chod Boxell and
wide receiver Dan James provided all the offense 2nd East
needed as the two hooked up time and again including 3
TD's. Also, the Slow Children played a stingy defense
allowing only their 2nd and 3rd touchdowns of the
playoffs the last one coming late in the game, on a long
pass to Jeff Beck.
Hats off to 1st East for their football success this
year and hats off to 2nd East, the Cinderella story of the
1985 intramural football season. They came, they
played, they conquered.

The
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10% off
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"And What a Time it Was

Letter to the Editor

By Barry Von Lanken

centered around John F. Kennedy and
the remarkable impact that he had upon
our nation at that time. His untimely
aeath was also conveyed through
iterature, and numerous slides that
were projected on the set behind the
actors.

The turbulent times of the Sixties
were brought back to Little Theatre
Audiences on December 6th and 7th
"And What a Time it Was.", a
readers Theatre production presented bv
the Advanced Oral Interpretation of
Literature class, focused on the issues
and ideals of the famous men and
opinion groups of the 1960's.
In a reader s theatre production such
as this, the actors use their scripts and
dramatically read the poetry or other
literature to the audience. The goal is
for the audience to be able to use their
imagination with the words of the
author and project themselves into the
action.
This production was compiled and
directed by Dr. Oliver Hubbard and
starred ten students from the Oral
Interpretation class: Nancy Cline
Cindy Ericson, George Jackson III,
Dan Krula, Joe Maniglia, Megan Moe,
Smith, and Dave Thompson. With a
combination of reading, singing, and
guitar playing, this cast effectively
restaged some of the most climactic
and traumatic moments of the sixties.
The first section of the production

The production also addressed the
struggles of the Blacks and their cry for
equality, desegregation, and freedom to
live as they chose.
The last major theme of the show
dealt with the realities of Vietnam:
The boys who had to face a war they
were not ready for; the riots against the
war; the loved ones left behind. The
struggles of those war years may
always be a painful reminder for those
who fought the war, and for those who
stayed behind.

Letter to editor

presented the true essence of the sixties
in fine dramatic form but I felt as if it
all was very heavy upon the mind; one
painful situation after another.
The dreams and hopes of men like
John F. Kennedy, and Martin Luther
King did bring inspiration and
encouragement in those troubled times
and the message still rings true for us:

"Ask riot what your
country can do for
you, but what you
can do for your
country."-JFK

For most Taylor students who were
very young during the sixties, some of
the issues presented may not have been
strong images in their memories and
chances are that some might have felt
totally new to the things they were
seeing and hearing. But for the
majority of faculty or adults that were
in the audiences, the images brought
back vivid memories; good and bad.
I felt as if the whole production

want to be here.
Ironically, Taylor, a Christian university, places no
Dear Mr. Brightly, \
such statistical requirements on our chapel service
Coming to Taylor has been a unique, one-of-a-kind attendance. Are academics, indirectly, emphasized more
experience-spiritually as well as academically. But since than individual, community and spiritual growth? Is the
this semester I have been bothered by one particular policy: Taylor Administration more inclined to help people acquire
required class attendance.
jobs and status (academic), rather than successfully integrate
I have a 3 credit class at 8:00 a.m., MWF. In the class faith and learning-or as Dr. Cosgrove put it-to "think
my grade stands as a solid "B", but when my attendance is Christianly"?
figured in that will drop to a "B-"; in other words I'll loose
In the November 10, 1985, Sunday Echo edition, Dave
.3%, going from 3.0 to 2.7.
Steiner was quoted as saying that the Taylor administration
Incidentally, a CLEP test is available for credit in this "has an attitude of trust toward students..." If we aren't
particular class. If someone can receive 3 hrs. credit by trusted to attend class and make the grade, then trust simply
passing a 2 hour test with no requirement for attendance in means—nothing.
a class, why is my grade subject to attendance stipulations.?
I realize the board and faculty have the final say so. Is
By the way, I receive no aid, no grants, nor any money the students' opinion worth any weight? Not unless it is
from my parents. So, insuring that my parents get their consistent with "TAYLOR POLICY."
money's worth is no justifiable excuse. I pay over $8,000,
Finally, if their-the board and faculty-answer is that
but they say when I can and can't go to class. If changing it's been "our policy for years", so what! The U.S.
the attendance policy would alter Taylor's academic permitted slavery for over 100 years also before they saw
reputation, then there are many students who don't really the light
Scott Stephenson

Scott,
I appreciate your letter concerning the policy of attendance. As we
endure the challenge of independence here, it seems often tedious to
answer the continued obligation of an attendance policy amidst so
many demands, yet we chose to be here within the bounds of
Taylor's standards and so live with not only the agreeable aspects
but those which seem awkward and often unnecessary. Your
question reaches past the personal level and will be answered. The
proper administrators, I'm hoping, will respond to your questions in
the next edition.
Keep probing,
Brian Brightly

Health Tips

ensnn
by Scott Stephenson

Some general guidelines for
reducing saturated fats and
cholesterol from your diet include:
eating lean meat, moderate intake of
eggs and red meats, decrease usage
of butter, cut excess fats from meat
and broil and bake instead of frying.
Another area of controversy is
sugar and sodium (salt) intake.
Sugar is the number one additive to
processed foods in America. There
are many ambiguous and vague
claims that sugar causes heart
attacks, diabetes, high blood
pressure, and some forms of cancer.
However, most all of the claims
lack sufficient, precise evidence and
documentation, when making such
conclusions.
Salt is second only to sugar in
additives to processed foods. High
sodium intake has been related to
heart attacks, although no "cut and
dry" proof is presented.
Even though the many factors
and causes for dietary diseases
haven't been proven, why risk it?
Eliminating salt and sugar may be a
direct way to reduce one's chances
of contracting certain diseases and
malfunctions of the body.
Nutrition and dietary
requirements are vast areas of study
and research. For the purpose of
the article, this writer simply
"touched" a few edges, which are of
debate and importance. If additional
information is desired, consult the
pamphlet file at Ayres Memorial
Library.
In a later edition, the food,
preparation, and nutritional aspects
of Taylor's Dining Commons will
be thoroughly explored.
Are we as college students eating
properly balanced meals? If not,
why? As elementary students most
individuals were bombarded by the
food groups and a concern for
"eating all your vegies", etc.

ignored nutrition because eating
properly takes time, discipline and
common sense.
This will be the first in a series
of articles concerning diet,
nutrition, and the Taylor student.
The information presented will be
basically a common sense,
introductory approach for
maintaining an adequate diet
The first factor in nutrition is
eating a variety of foods. The
principle being; most foods are
nutritionally strong in a few areas.
Thus, eating a wide scope of foods
will meet our needs for various
vitamins, minerals, and nutrients.
Obviously, the greater variety of
foods eaten, the less probability of
developing an individual deficiency.
Regularly eating foods from each
of the main groups is the best way
to "un-scientifically" insure
meeting a nutritionally balanced
diet.
The main food groups supply a
wide array of nutritional demerits:
fruits and vegetables, provide a
good source of vitamins; bread,
cereals, and grains, supply
B-vitamins, iron and energy; milk
products, cheese and yogurt are a
good source of calcium and meats,
poultry, fish and eggs supply
protein, fat, iron and minerals.
At the same time, we're eating a
variety of foods so we must choose
foods which are healthy and keep
moderation as our watch word.
Saturated fats and cholesterol are
associated with artery blockage and
other dietary risks. These two
substances are often found in red
meats and butter, typically abundant
in the American diet. The risks of
heart attacks for those people with
high cholesterol levels are
significantly greater compared to
individuals who follow a low
cholesterol diet.
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If you haven't picked up your 1984-85 Ilium yet, you
can still do so by going to the Communication Arts
building and asking the secretary for it.
If you didn't have your picture taken for whatever
reason or you didn't like the way they turned out, DON'T
FEAR!! The photographer will be back January 20, 1986
to take portraits. However, this will absolutely be your
last chance to have them taken; if you miss this chance,
you're out of luck. Sign up sheets will be out in January.
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Taylor's newspaper, The Echo, is published bi-weekly as a Sunday edition
except during Christmas, summer vacation, and examination periods.
The Echo office is located in the upstairs Union and has office hours
between 4:00 and 6:00 Monday through Friday. Messages may be left by
phoning ext. 5359. Since 1913, the Echo has been published for the students
and community of Taylor University. The yearly mailed subscription rate is
$10.00 and is available for out of state mailings as well.
The Echo recognizes the responsibility to provide a catalyst for the
exchange of views and ideas through letters to the editor. The Echo will
attempt to uphold quality journalism and the priority for increasing the growth
we share as believers in Christ.
Views expressed by individuals are not necessarily the views of the Echo,
the student body, faculty, or Taylor as a whole.
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The National Student Service Association (NSSA) is an organization dedicated
in locating private sources of scholarships, grants, and other financial aid for
college students.
The rumor is fact! Millions of dollars in scholarships, grants, fellowships and
other financial aid go unused each school year because students simply do not
apply.
Practically all students, regardless of scholastic achievement or family income
can and do qualify for many forms of financial aid.Financial aid is available for
freshman, sophomores, and graduate students. Teh NSSA guarantees results in
finding financial aid sources for students, or the processing fee is refunded. For a
free applicatin and more information write to NSSA, Box 52, Bourbonnais, IL.
60914, Please specify undergraduate or Graduate information.
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Go Natural!

by Sarah Home
Our world today offers alot of junk
food to put into our bodies . Junk with
artificial sweetners, refined sugar,
chemical additives, preservatives, salt,
etc.. All of these are dangerous to. the
human body. We carelessly consume
large amounts of this junk food. Our
attitude is that we can get away with
eating anything we want because, after
all "it's my body." But as Christians,
belonging to God, should not our
eating habits also belong to God?
What an incentive to eat nutritious
food and food as close to the way God
made it possible! There is much
controversy revealed in books and
articles about food and nutrition. Yet
the need for getting back to basics is
clear. With some awareness of
nutrition basics, we can make wiser

choices in the way we eat and how we
treat our bodies.
Certain foods destroy health. When
we eat too many impure, processed or
"food"less foods, toxic wastes build up
in our bodies and they will always
interfere with our body's functions in
some way. Many of these types of
foods are found in vending machines;
soda, candies, ice cream, gum, and
even many foods comercially sold
under the label "natural".
Less obvious are foods seemingly
healthy, but that can be detrimental to
our health including refined sugar, red
meats and whole milk products, white
flour, caffine, and salt. For example,
tomato
ketchups
contain
approximately 29% sugar, prepared
salad dressings - 30%, non-dairy coffee
creamers - 65%, and some cereals -

STRICTLY BUSINESS

SLEEP: 8
HOURS OR
MORE

In a three-part series, the
growing threat of child abuse will be
examined. In the first part of the series,
we will look at the severity of child
molestation and how, in our own
community, we can make a difference
in eventually eliminating this physical
and emotional killer.

42%
58%

2%
98%

SLEEP: 7
HOURS OR
LESS

only uses 40-80 grams of protein each day. Any excess to
this amount is converted to fat and sugar and is stored in the
body. Also, the metabolism of protein produces toxic
waste products (such as ammonia and urea) which works the
kidneys and liver harder in order to detoxify the body of
these potential poisons. Since the body forms more urine
to dispose of the increased ammonia and urea, essential
minerals such as calcium and magnesium are lost.
Therefore, eating excess protein can clearly hamper body
functions and the levels of energy and endurance.
Processed foods are usually a part of our so called
"balanced meals". Many of these are stripped of their
nutritional value when processed. White rice, white bread,
and cereals are common examples. These lack the range of
B vitamins, minerals and bulk which are found in the
unprocessed whole grains, such as brown rice and whole
wheat breads. Whole grains also provide the body with
complete carbohydrates which are the best energy foods.
Caffeine is found in everyday foods we consume such as
coffee, tea, chocolate and cocoa. Caffeine stimulates
insulin production which covers up fatigue. Yet, it also
depeletes the body of essential B vitamins which help to

reudee tension and promote propoer food metabolism.
What we eat plays an important role in having a helathy
mind and body. When God designed foods for our bodies,
he gave us natural healthy foods, including fruits,
vegetables, whole grains, nuts and seeds. These food are
balanced in vitamins and minerals. These rich foods
enhance the body and provide greater strength and endurance,
clearer, softer skin, make it easier to control weight,
promote better sleep at night, help relieve effects of stress,
help eliminate chronic fatigue and decrease chances of
sickness.
Our eating habits are sometimes difficult to change, yet
they are crucial to our health, now and in years to come
Little by little, we can begin to change our eating habits.
We may begin by simply substituting a piece of fresh fruit
for that "just one cookie", candy bar, or bag of chips. If we
focus on improving our health, other areas of our lives will
be positively affected. As healthier persons, we can better
be used by God in His work towards His kingdom.
sources cited: Virtue Magazine. July, 1985; Free to he
Thin, and Eat to Win
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Free Delivery For Wing
Parties S. Functions
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If someone asked you what are the
greatest threats to children and youth in
our society , what would your answer
be? Alcohol? Drug dependency? The
alarming growth of teen-age pregnancy?
Although these are all major
problems young people face today,
child abuse, occuring over 1 1/4
million times per year in America, may
be growing in even greater proportions
than any of the aforementioned issues.
Of those reported 1 1/4 million
cases, 40,000 were termed as sexual
abuse and 2,000 deaths resulted. Why
the rise in physical and mental
destruction?
According to the National
Committee to Prevent Child Abuse
(NCPCA), in these increasingly
stressful and violent times, incidents of
child abuse stem from a variety of
causes.
Among them:
parental
expectations of children's behavior,
social isolation of the parent, lack of
education of the parent, and most
significantly, parents who were abused
as children.
So what do these statistics have to
do with the Taylor community? To
begin with, as concerned citizens of an
area where there were a reported 104
sexual abuse investigations last year, it
is crucial for students, faculty, and staff
to be aware of the tragedy that occurs in
their county. Although most of us
think we will never be directly involved
in the child abuse issue, the probability
is increasing that we will need to decide

Mike s Campus Pizza

Resides great PIZZA, we offer j
you Sandwiches, Dinners, and j
Italian and Mexican Dishes |
TRY US!

"That's how I spell relief."

Child Abuse
100X

NONSTIMULANT
USERS

McFeatters

25%.
There are many disadvantages to
eating refined sugar. The bottom line
on refined sugar is that it is simply
empty calories because it lacks
vitamins and minerals. Too much
nightmares, hyperactivity, irritability,
nervousness, lethargy, and mental
fatigue.
When sugar is left out of our diet,
we are happier, healthier, have fewer
colds and infections, and have better
abilities for schoolwork. The human
body has no need for refined sugar and
it is linked to almost every major
disease from diabetes and heart
ailments to cancer.
Too much meat and whole milk
products are unhealthy because of thier
high fat and protein content. The body

RANDOM SURVEY OF TAYLOR UNIVERSITY STUDENTS

STIMULANT
USERS

whether or not to report a potential
abuse situation.
Therefore, there are a number of
facts all concerned individuals need to
know in the event they are involved in
reporting a child molestation case.
Knowing the laws that protect the
witness and protect the child may save a
child from a lifetime of emotional

Shop

I Gift Boxes - Shipping (
and Gift Wrapping

CRAIG e,
FRIENDS

}M-F 10am-6pm Saturday 10am-3pmi
)221 S. Baldwin Between 2nd andj
3rd st. on the Bypass

Is it true you can buy
jeeps for $44 through the
U.S. Government? Get the
facts today! Call
1-312-742-1142
Ext. 1014.

In the next part of our series, we
will define what child abuse is, the laws
that protect the child and the witness,
and they ways in which Taylor is
involved in preventing child abuse.
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Book Shops
• Mexico
• Muslims and Hindus in Europe

At Ashland you will discover a
commitment to a community of
believers where the Word of God
stands uncontested as a way of life.
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• Turks, Arabs and Asians in Europe
For more information write,or call:
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Our Family Pledge
is to Please You

Your choice

Happy Holidays Record or
Tape is a delightful collection of
your favorite holiday songs and
carols by famous artists.
vol. 20

Upland
998-2421

AM/FM Stereo Radio offers
comfortable, adjustable stereo
headphones, stereo indicator light
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HARDWARE STORES "

Hardware

Only
Monday

10
on

Minutes East
State Road 3

Wednesday

of Taylor
South

A l l -you- c a n - e a t

Chicken

All-you-can-eat

Fish

$3 . 59
$3.79

Monday - Saturday

6am - 9pm

Sunday

6:30am - 9pm
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Dear Santa.

\o; ' '
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'

mm

How would you like to be let loose in a toy store
with over $300 in your hot little hand? Sounds like a
dream come true, right?
Well, just a few
stipulations-over 30 gifts were needed for boys and girls
between the ages of 7 and 18. Ever try to satisfy an 18
year old with something bought at Circus World?
On Saturday, December 7, I had the pleasure of
accompanying ICC representative Diane Wyse to Circus
World in Muncie in order to purchase these gifts. The
money had been contributed by Taylor students who had
willingly gone without 3 cokes in order to give a dollar
towards buying these gifts for the Delaware County
Children's Home.
We entered Circus World full of confidence. The
manager had graciously offered us a 10% discount and we
were ready to clean out that store. Five or six assorted
stuffed animals were our first purchases, for what child
can resist a soft snuggly teddy bear? We added to our pile
a nerf football, soccer ball and basketball set. Then we
threw in a few model car sets and a couple of frisbees.
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Next came an assortment of board games, card games and
sports equipment. A sled was thrown on the pile as well
as a craft kit and a stuffed Garfield.
We ran out of ideas before we ran out of money
and the task became harder. Circus World was searched
aisle by aisle for some additional inspiration.
Eventually, after nearly two hours of agonizing
shopping, we were done. The saleswoman totaled our
hundreds of dollars of toys and we stumbled out of the
store, clutching our humongous bags, and feeling a bit
like Santa's elves.
Wrapping paper was purchased and on Monday,
December 9, the 12 members of ICC spent a hectic night
wrapping these, gifts in English Hall lounge. They
conquered problems such as--how do you wrap a nerf,
football, or a teddy bear or how about a 3 foot round
sled? However, they managed it and produced a large pile
of attractively wrapped gifts.
ICC also came up with the idea of putting a
picture on the gifts so the children could actually see who
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these things if possible, but
f ^
not for myself-for hec. lau know who.

. V you Tcand° 3,1 this'
you don't need to worry
about me. I'll have all thatj want. Thanks.
Kevin Moritz.

*
*

Dear Santa,
Hi, how are you? I'm Billy Marshal and I'm 7 years
old and I've got blond hair and blue eyes and I've got
a puppy named Max.
I've been a really really really
good boy, so you 11 be sure to bring me exactly what I
want.
First of all I'd like some new army men and
quipment.
I've been saving up army men for W.W. Ill,
but mommy said we can't get the 30 boxes of army men
it takes to make up China.
I've got plenty of
thermonuclear weapons:
I would like a new SDI-Star
Wars defence system though.
Next I'd like a motorcycle. Not a really big one
but one big enough to get me to the candy store and
back.
Mommy was going to get me one until my older
brother, Johnny, hit that tree.
She's been pretty
negative about the whole thing since.
I'd also like a drum set.
If you could make it
have 24 drums and 100 cymbals, it'dbe great. Could
you throw in a couple of cow bells, triangles, and
rasps also? Great.
My puppy r Max, has beean lonely lately.. I'm sure
he'd like some more friends.
A couple of German
Sbgpherds, a few Salnf Bernards, and some Great Danes
would be fun. Mommy will really love it!
My little brother is Freddy and he's five and he's
been bugging me all year.
It's a wonder I've been
such a good boy, the way I've had to put up with him.
If you could bring me my own room, it'd make things
awfully easier on us all. You can just leave it in
the front yard, and daddy will put it on sometime •
Back to the toys, I'd like some new Tinkertoys and
Erector sets. I started building the Eiffel Tower in
the back yard this summer with my old sets but ran out
of pieces. When I got as high as the roof, I had to
start making scaffolding also. That used up quite a
bit of pieces right there.
The last thing I'm asking for is a swimming pool.
Our Donald Duck wading pool just doesn't have enough
room by the time all of my friends get in too.
I'd
like one the same size as the ones on t.v. if at all
possible, complete with a slide and high and low
diving boards.
'.I think a purple dolphin on the
bottom of the pool would be neato too.
Well, that's i t .
I've kept my list short, so
you '11 be sure to bring the things I did ask for.
Thanks a lot for everything.
Tell Rudolf and Mrs.
Clause I said "hi".

was responsible for the gift. On Sunday, Aaron
Neuman, Freshman class Vice-President, visited many of
the wings on campus, snapping wing pictures. A picture
of a different wing was placed on each present for the
children.
On Tuesday night at 8 p.m., a Christmas party
was held at Delaware Country Children's home and the
gifts were given. 13 Taylor students and Wendy Koons,
Senior class advisor, attended the party. The students
played games to hand out the presents to the more than
30 children. There were four gifts left over which were
simply presented to the home. Taylor gentlemen might
be flattered to know that many of. the girls were moreinterested in the guys' wing picture than the presents
themselves. At least somebody loves them!
All who contributed to the project agreed that it
renewed in them the spirit of Christmas. There is no
way to explain the feeling of giving to those less
privileged than us and expecting nothing from then in
return. But that's what Christmas is all about, isn't it?
Thanks to everyone for their help and a Merry Christmas
to all!

Dear Coreen,
Thank you for your loving
support and inspiration during
this difficult semester. I thank
the Lord daily for bringing
you into my life and pray for
His continual guidance and
blessing
upon
our
relationship.
With all my love I wish you
and yours, the happiest, the
most Merry Christmas, and a
Joyous New Year.
Love,
Mark Douglas

Yours t r u l y ,
B i l l y Marshal

Linus,
Only 252 days and we can
have all the pizza and jello we
want!

Marcie,
I'm indebted to your continued faith
in Santa Claus and those things he has
been able to accomplish in my life.
Lqve,
Nick?

Karen, Julie, Shannon, Jeni
and 3NE—you are the
best-looking women in the
world.
Amy,
"Many women do nobel things,
but you surpass them all." These past
15 months have been the best of my
life because of you. Thank you for
your support, encouragement, and
love. I Love You!!!
Lloyder

Dearest Samantha,
Merry X-Mas!
Love, Pills
Karen Elizabeth,
Thank you for your endless
willingness. Our second Christmas!
With opening eyes,
Brian Elliott

Chorale Present s Area Concert

Dear Santa,
I would like a football player for Christams. He must be tall,
good-looking, and muscular. He must be able to throw a lot of passes and
be good in a huddle. A good tackier would be an added bonus.

by Karen Muselman

Christmas carols, candle lights, and seasonal worship will fill the air
tonight as the Taylor University Chorale presents its annual Christmas
Candlelighting Concert at 6 p.m. at the Evangelical Mennonite Church.

Wishfully,
a 3E0 gal

This years concert promises to be one of the best as the Chorale will be
accompanied by the Taylor orchestra.
Highlights include the full presentation of J.S. Bach's Magnificat featuring
guest soloists, numerous familiar carols,and the candlelighting dedication at
the conclusion of the majestic concert

Dear 3E0 gal,
Several of Taylor's good-looking footbal players are muscular prospects.
I'll try my best to catch one for you, but if they don't want a 3E0 (they're
crazy!), I'll send an elf.

Dear Santa,
Why don't many people look to Jesus the reason for the season? It seems
<o me that many of my friends talk about holiday dates new clothes,
vacations, presents, etc. Is that their reason for this joyous holiday?
I can t imagine how these wishes could bring true joy. I m quite poor and
can't really buy gifts for others. But I can share the best gift, the love that
Jesus has given me.
,... _
Santa, if you have special powers, would you increase my ability to share
love?
Serving Jesus joyfully,
K.

* friend; hat ditco.trtd.ht Irutpy of Chris,mas. Your lift will
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ROCKY: RINGSIDE PROPOGANDA?
by Mark S. Brown
Usually I believe that movie
reviews are foolish. Not only that,
but I honestly think the only reason
a person becomes a "critic" is
because they are unemployed. But
Rocky IV is not just a movie; it is
coarse, rank propoganda. .
As a movie, Rocky IV is a
failure. A large percentage of this
sequal to the sequal of the original
sequal of Rocky I is mad up of
clips from the prior three movies.
The story line is the same—see a
fighter train and fight This movie
even used the same music. But this
is not why I hated the latest, and
hopefullv. last, Rocky. The reason
was
that it was propoganda
to drum up more support for the
"them vs. us" mentality.
As propoganda, this movie
succeeds. I watched with horror as
approximately 500 people in the
theater I attended were manipulated
into blood-thirsty avengers full of
hate. These people did not care if
Rocky Balboa won another fight,
they simply wanted Ivan Drago
hurt. The worst part is that this is
exactly what Sylvester Stallone
intended when he put together this
script.
At the start of the movie, we see
two old friends (who originally
.were old enemies; but that was
seven years ago, in Rocky I)
sparing. The news comes on and
the United States is introduced to
Russia's wonderboy, Ivan Drago.

The itch for another fight is just
too much for the retired Anollo
Creed to ignore-so they have a
bout. Drago beats Apollo to a
pulp, and as Creed is dying in the
ring, the Russian is asked, "What
if he dies?" In stereotypical form,
Drago answers, "If he dies, he dies."
This is absurd! And if you believed
it, your intelligence is lacking!
Our hate toward the Russian is
added to when Rocky goes to the
Soviety countryside to train under
the watchful KGB (even in the
middle of nowhere).
Then we come to the final
scene-it didn't take long as this is
the shortest of the four movies—we
come to the fight-in Moscow. We
have seen Rocky train the
old-fashioned way, as Drago uses
steroids and machines; now we see
the humane American versus the
inhumane Russian.
It was amusing to see a stadium
full of Russians turn and root for
Rocky; and it was disgusting to see
a theatre full of Americans cheer
simply because a Russian was
bleeding and being hurt
The thirty second apology by
Rocky that ended the movie was
not enough, as it was mostly
drowned out by cheers. This movie
is a disgrace-do yourself a favor;
save two dollars, buy the
"Conservative Digest" instead.
You can get the same hatred for the
Soviets and save your money and
your time!

by David B. Dickinson
I am also generally opposed to
sequels. I feel that they seldom live
up to the original and are usually
quite disappointing. Even though
Rocky IV did not live up to the
precedent set by the first Rocky, I
found it to be enjoyable. This is
due, in part, to the companion that
1 viewed it with but that fact
notwithstanding, I thought it was
tense and exciting and along with
the crowd, I found the ending
exhilerating. However, the purpose
of this article is not to review the
movie but to analyze the message.
I do agree with Mark that there

Dear Gabby,
I have been told that Dan Krula, the swimmer of Taylor
University, has a slightly disfigured body part. The
problem is his chest. The rumor has it that he buys hair
shavings from Craig and Friends Beauty Shop and glues
them on his chest. Being a swimmer also, I believed this
to be a false rumor until one evening after a swim meet I
found him pasteing on the locks of hair he lost while
swimming. After being so totally attracted to this guy, I
was suddenly turned off. Should I let this stand in the way
of a romance, or should I suggest he try better glue?
Completely Flabbergasted
»

"HI FRIENDS!"

CHILDREN'S CRUSADE
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"I wanna be rich."
Mark Bender was talking to himself, although Mike
Vanworth was walking next to him. He wasn't lying; he
wanted to be rich.
"Why?" Mike asked as they strolled through a sea of
freshly cut grass. The sun was oozing into a cloud bank
on the horizon like a light bulb whose filament is slowly
burning out, intensity decreasing into deeper shades of
glow.
"So I won't have to worry about money." Mark's
answer rolled of his lime-colored tongue with the ease of
practice. He resumed sucking on his lollipop, then added,
"I hate worrying about money."
Mike was pensive. He slipped his hand deep into his
pocket and heard a whisper but paid no attention to it.
Eventually he tried to smile and offered, "If you don't
worry about money, chances are you'll have worse things
to worry about."
Mark licked his lollipop slowly, vehemently and
turned to his companion.
"Mike?"
"Yes?"
"Shut up." And with that he turned and walked into
his dormitory. Mark resumed walking. He wasn't upset.
Mark always told him to shut up and Mike always did.
Thus the working of a beautiful relationship. Mike
figured he had practically no authority in any field. He
simply liked to make conversation. Mark liked talking
also, but for different reasons; as he put it, "It soothes
me."
Mark turned a corner and found another grass sea
divided in half by a sidewalk. He followed the sidewalk
and took his hand out of his pocket to scratch his nose.
Again he heard a whisper but paid no attention. The
sidewalk came to an end and he turned right to follow
another. He slipped his right hand back into his pocket
and this time he heard a definite, audible "Hello." Turning
around he found no one.
"Hello?" he offered.
"Hi." He looked down at his pocket, an ordinary faded
blue pocket on an ordinary pair of 501's.
Mike resumed walking. Momentarily he wondered if
everybody spoke to their pockets and if perhaps it wasn't
just a little odd, but quickly dismissed the thought on
grounds of lack of evidence.
Can I help you?" What else does one say to a
pocket.
"No, thanks, I was just being sociable."
After a relaxed pause Mike asked, "I hope you don't
mind my asking, but how come you're talking to me
now?"
"Oh, come off it, who else am I gonna' talk to?"
"Good point. But what I meant was, why now?"
"Take it from me, kid, there are some things in this
world no one was really meant to understand. That's why
faith was invented. But don't worry about it. I don't think

we've ever been formally introduced."
"Oh, I'm Mike. What's your name?"
"I don't have a name."
"Then how can we be properly introduced?" Coming to
the end of the walkway, Mike turned right again and
followed another. Introductions are always supposed to
include names, aren't they? Mike wondered. Life was so
much easier when I didn't have to worry about my pockets.
"You're pickey, aren't you? I bet you're wondering
why life has to be so complicated."
"How'd you know?"
"Listen, when you've been a pocket as long as I have,
you find out alot about people by the things they keep in
you. For instance, you always keep youchange loose, and
your money is always- folded twice. That makes you
consistently predictable. You're pathetic, but that's o.k.
Everybody is. And as for names, they're only consonants
and vowels people like to write down and look at. It's a
big ego kick for them. Turn the corner."
What?" Mike had trouble following .anything that
didn't have directions, and his pocket had perplexed him
beyond measure.
"The corner. You've run out of sidewalk. Turn the
comer."
Mike turned right. "How come you never talked to
me before?"
"You're boring. I never really wanted to strike up a
conversation. Did you know that the nose on the statue
of liberty weighs over two and a half tons?"
"No, I never knew that." Mike was becoming more
and more enamored with his own pocket.
"See what I mean? You're boring. You have low
charisma. Spice up your vocabulary. Buy a new jean
jacket. Get a bottle of Colgate pump. Take up tennis or
golf or racquetball or write poetry. When's the last time
you wrote any poetry?"
"I don't remember."
You don't remember. Do you know how boring that
sounds? I write poetry and I'm pretty good at it. Listen
to this:
Seams in
pockets
Blue, gold, white
and black
The social commentators of our time
Are dying in Siberia
For want of pockets
Pretty good, huh?"
Mike didn't know what to say. "I don't know what to
say."
The sun turned misty and blue, a light blue glow like
fog. Mike turned right again and stopped. His pocket, as
well as the entire right side of his pants, had disappeared..
to be continued

PEANUTS® by Charles M. Schulz
HALLEY'S COMET 15
ACTUALLY A LAR6E CHUNK
OF PIRTY ICE...

THE NEXT TIME IT
PA55E5 OUR EARTH WILL
BE IN THE YEAR 206Z...

Soviets would like the western
nations to let down their guard and
begin extensive trading agreements
along with all sorts of other talks.
This is not necessarily bad, but we
must not wholeheartedly embrace
the Soviets as our friends. Their
ideology is diametrically opposed to
ours and it is still Soviet intention
to become the dominant power of a
communist world. History and
literature are rick with examples of
nations and peoples that have
believed the "peaceful intentions" of
their "formerly " hostile neighbors
and ended up being destroyed as a
result of their naivete.

I think we can continue to
communicate with the Soviet
Union on important issues, indeed
we must. But we must also be
wary
of
the
Kremlin's
machinations. I think the antipathy
that Stallone tried to generate
toward Ivan Drago was politically
unnecessary. But how many
movies have you seen where you
are supposed to like the antagonist?
We must not hate the Soviet people
nor their leaders, but we must also
not accept their intentions at face
value. We need to consider each
new proposal in the light of the
past.

The Word of the Wise

Children's Crusade II
CHAPTER

was a large amount of propoganda
fed to an unenlightened audience. I
do not, however, believe that this
propoganda was so far off the mark.
Recently the Soviet media has tried
to convey to the citizens of the
U.S. an image of a Soviet Union
that is seeking world peace and
desirous of working together with
the West. This viewpoint is very
enticing and many westerners have
taken hold of it and placed great
hope for the future on Soviet
cooperation.
This is a dangerous illusion that
the Soviet Union is propogating
and is unfortuantely being accepted
as fact by many in the West. The

OF C0UR5E, WE'LL ALL
BE EIGHTY YEAR5 OLP
WHEN THAT HAPPENS...
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Dear Flabbergasted,
What a shock! You did the right thing by writing to
me about this problem. If you ever hear about a rumor,
and you're not sure if it's true-tell me about it and I'll
decide if it is!
I happen to know for a fact that this is true. I do not
suggest that you let the romance fizzle out just because of
this one problem. Explain to him that his bare chest does
not bother you, and maybe you could even set up a "Krula
Fund" for other students to save hair shavings in.

Dear Shy,
I double checked with Steve, and he claims that
"Worried Lips" was correct about his never having kissed a
girl, but he is working on his image. Next semester he
will be enrolling in "Kissing as a Way of Life." Taylor is
still looking for a teacher for this course. If you're
interested, call Steve at 5950.
As for his nickname "Wildman," he claims it stems
from his days on the farm when he used to raise wild hogs.

Dear Gabby,
I hope you can help me! Jim W. asked me to go to the
Sandi Patti concert with him yesterday. Jim has been my
dream ever since I arrived on campus, but I am worried. I
realize Jim is quite a heavy dater, in fact, according to
statistics, he has averaged 6.73 dates per week this year. I
do not want to fall along the wayside like the countless
hundreds of girls that already have this year! What can I do
to edge out the intense competition for this hunk of man?
Head over Heels
Dear Heels,
If Jim gave you this average of dates (6.73), then I
wouldn't worry, but if you heard it from Rumor Control
then we had better check around to see if this could really be
true because you know as well as I do that rumors are
usually true! I am going to investigate this guy for you
and let you know the scoop. For now, just be careful and
play hard to get. If the story is true, just remember than
our campus is small, and to keep up his average he will
have to start through the list again next semester—so a
second chance is not far away.

Dear Gabby,
Regarding the Steve Wild issue from the Thanksgiving
paper, I'd like to share some views. I agree that Steve is a
nice guy, but about his Taylor Football Syndrome of not
dating, I believe you should double check your facts. And
in response to him never kissing a girl, well
they don't
call him Wildman for nothing! The only thing you should
worry about "Worried Lips," is not ever getting the chance!
Sincerely,
ALL CORRESPONDENCE TO DEAR GABBY CAN BE
Shy and Quiet
SENT THROUGH CAMPUS MAIL TO THE ECHO.

LAND OF THE TFT .MARONS
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"The joy of battle

"ft

was now upon him
and his spirit burned
hot."

by Keith Singer
The fog settled in and wrapped itself around our hero.
Sir Garan, upon his noble steed Arrow, continued on.
JUST and RIFT dreamed deep dreams upon his shoulders as
he wandered on through the dark.
By his own misguided calculations, he was now
amongst the land of the tree dwellers. Friendly enough
people, yet fierce beyond reckoning when threatened.
His journey led him into a wide clearing. Through the
mist he saw five horses encircling a small camp. Initially,
he beheld men, but upon a look closer, he saw beasts of a
different fashion. True, their face was that of a man, yet
their body was that of ogre. They loomed large as
mountains and seemed as ones carved from stone.
He awoke his companions. RIFT quailed at the sight
of the creatures. RIFT, being wise in the lore of the
surrounding kingdoms, knew they had somehow fallen into
the land of the Telmarons. Strong as lions, swift as
stallions, and cruel as any fell beast that walks the earth
were they. JUST, on the other hand, caught not the fear of
his friend. He advised Sir Garan to approach the camp.
Fear was also growing in the knight's heart, however, so he
decided to venture around.
As he did so, and in his haste, he was discovered. The
Telmarons saw the bright armor and lusted after it They
swiftly mounted their steeds and gave chase. Sir Garan was
by now in full flight, yet the Telmarons gained. He knew
he would have to face them. He reversed direction, and with
a loud cry urged Arrow forward. The Telmarons, surprised
by the courage of the charging knight broke rank. They
quickly formed up again, however, in preparation for the
destruction of this arrogant stranger.
Sir Garan, meanwhile had become ashamed of his
initial flight. The joy of battle was now upon him and his

spirit burned hot. He attacked, with drawn sword, and slew
two of his foes as he passed through the group. He
immediately turned and saw their new device - circling, they
prepared to strike in unison. He chased down one and as he
raised his sword, he saw the fear of death come over the face
of the Telmaron. He brought the sword down with a
mighty blow and there were now but two remaining.
Had he misjudged the courage and daring of the
Telmarons? Enemies are many times stronger than they
seem. Had JUST not spoke of these things many times
before? Was it not his own devices that made his enemies
seem strong? For many times are not foes only vanquished
after we gain control of our own fears and doubts? Now did
the words of JUST ring true.
The fourth Telmaron was united with his three friends
in death as he also felt the blade of steel. In the process,
however, our hero was himself thrown to the ground from
the force of the blow. He lay there as the last of the
Telmarons approached. Quickly he leaped up, but not a
word was uttered. The time for words had long since
passed. The Telmaron slowly descended from his steed and
stood facing the knight. Both of their chests heaved, hearts
pounding, in anticipation of the final conflict. Shortly, the
two were enjoined in a struggle. Sword clashed on shield
and shield thwarted sword until the beast's blade found its
mark upon Sir Garan's arm. But at the same moment, the
knight thrust his own sword upward. The Telmaron gave a
frightening scream and was no more.
JUST and RIFT cheered at the valiant deeds of the
knight for he had done well, or had he? Perhaps we should
save our judgement for later. Our hero attended to his
wounds and once more set out for the land of Halifax. As
he started to ride, the sun, once forlorn and hidden became
as bright as a shining jewel. Yes, it was a grand day.

